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LAST ROUND 
 
Round 11 saw three big victories to the blue and white hoops.  A 95 point win to the seniors 
followed the reserves 72 point defeat of Williamstown on their home ground.  As for the Club 
XVIII, well they too just fell short of a triple figure victory by trouncing Old Carey to the tune of 94 
points at Como Park. 
These results see the seniors ladder remain all tied up with the top four teams only being separated 
by percentage.  Reserves sit two games adrift of top side La Trobe, but hold on to second position 
with it’s superior percentage.  And the Club XVIII’s finals hopes are not quite done and dusted yet, 
with their competition over their remaining four games including three of the bottom five sides. 

 
SENIORS 
 
WILLIAMSTOWN CYMS   1.2  2.3    2.5    7.11    (53) 
OLD GEELONG    9.4  15.7  21.14  22.16  (148) 
 
Goal Kickers: M.Goldwsworthy 8, M.Vickers-Willis 5, D.Kimpton 4, J.Fitzc larance, H.Legoe, 
H.McCarthy, S.O'Brien, W.Paul.  
Best: M.Goldsworthy, J.Bell, W.Paul, D.Kimpton, J.Hope-Johnstone, J.Malpas. 
 
A big thanks to Eddo for sending in the following match report:  
  
“A sunny, mid-winter day greeted both teams on a typically wind-swept Williamstown oval last 
Saturday. The odd shape of their ground and the ever-present blustery conditions are always a real 
test for any team making the trek over the West Gate Bridge to the sleepy bay side suburb. We 
knew that their side was somewhat depleted due to injury but it was crucial that we maintained our 
recent good form and didn’t take this game lightly. 
To say that we got a flyer of a start is an 
understatement. With the assistance of 
the stiff breeze we nailed 9 goals to 1 in 
the opening term. A decidedly refreshed 
looking and well suntanned Obby  
(Simon O’Brien) - (nothing like that 
Broome sunshine eh Obby!) - started the 
onslaught with a shot on goal that curved 
in magnificently with the breeze to open 
our account.  More goals for the quarter 
through Goldy (Matt Goldsworthy), 
Vicko (Mark Vickers-Willis), Diesel 
(David Kimpton) and Manga (Hugh 
McCarthy) enabled us to hold a massive 
50-point advantage at quarter time. The 
goal feast continued in the second term. 
Despite them having the scoring end we 
still kicked 6 quality goals while 
Williamstown could only manage 1.  
 

 
 

 
above: look at Ray doing stuff all in the background



 

 

With an 81-point lead at half time it would have taken a miracle of Greek European Cup winning 
proportions for them to get any where near us in the second half. The ubiquitous Will Paul 
continued his outstanding run of good form and he again racked up countless possessions 
throughout the first half and was typically fierce with his tackling and smothering. Will has also 
developed a great ability to strip the opposition player of the ball, take it himself and quickly get it 
out of the congestion into our forward line. It’s a seldom used, but very effective tactic that requires 
great determination, commitment and strength - attributes that Will has by the truckload. Puss (Jon 
Malpas) also gathered numerous possessions during this first half and his quality disposal into our 
forward line helped set up our commanding lead. Henry Legoe’s late second quarter goal was a 
highlight of the first half. He used his remarkable baulking ability to easily evade a couple of 
hapless Williamstown defenders and snapped truly from 35 metres.  
There was no respite for the Williamstown boys in the third quarter either. We continued to pile on 
the goals and scored 6 goals 8 behinds to their meagre 2 points for the term. 
The absolute standout performance in this 
quarter though was Goldy’s 4 goals. Goldy 
had already booted 4 goals in the first half and 
he now had 8 (he didn’t kick any more for the 
day) - all of these from playing permanently 
on the wing! His scintillating display of 
football amazingly made his 5-goal haul from 
the same position last week look somewhat 
modest in comparison. His accuracy on goal, 
especially from long-range is nearly faultless. 
This combined with his pace, evasiveness and 
quality marking make him the ideal wingman. 
By the last change our lead had blown out to a 
thumping 123 points. It was looking like we 
were about to notch up our first 100-plus point 
victory for the year. 

 

above: not quite tall enough Big Henry 

Unfortunately we got a bit too far ahead of ourselves on that one and we relaxed way too much in 
the last quarter and were easily outscored by 5 goals to one. The final margin was 95 points – our 
third 90-plus point victory of the season. Good performances from Vicko and Diesel enabled them 
to finish the day with 5 and 4 goals respectively. It was also good to see Burbs  (James Burbury) 
back in the senior team and he slowly worked his way into the match playing solidly in the mid-
field for the last part of the game.  
The one tragedy for the day was the dislocated shoulder suffered by Jim Paul. Jim had been 
playing a typically consistent game in the back pocket until he was met heavily by a Williamstown 
player late in the third term. He was understandably in a lot of pain but thankfully the staff at the 
nearby hospital were able to quickly put his shoulder back into place. He looks like missing a few 
weeks at least and we wish him a speedy recovery.” 
 
Eddo will be absent next week so if anyone wants to volunteer for the match summary email me!  

 
Quick Joke to Fill in Some Space 
 
A man goes into a library and asks for a book on suicide. 
The librarian says “F*ck off, you won’t bring it back!” 
 
 
 
 



 

 

RESERVES 
 
WILLIAMSTOWN CYMS   1.0   2.3    2.4    5.7    (37) 
OLD GEELONG    4.7  7.10  11.19  15.19  (109) 
 
Goalkickers: G.Allen 3, M.Leslie 3, M.Avery 2, T.Bayles, A.Dhillon, N.Kemp, J.Morely, 
T.Miskin, L.Teauge, C.Wilson.  
Best: L.Teague, M.Leslie, N.Kemp, B.Symons, T.Waters, I.Munro. 
 
This summary of the game comes from the editor and thus you may disagree with some of the 
comments due to his biased view from the goal umpiring position: 
 
“Williamstown is always a dog of a ground to play at, and Saturday proved no exception.  With a 
gale force wind blowing straight down the middle of the ground, Killer had no hesitation but to 
kick with it and set up an early lead.  From the very first bounce of the game Tom Cannon showed 
the strength of this breeze by roosting the aggot from well inside the centre square, however the 
goal umpire could only waive the singular flag.  This continued to be a problem for the Ogs with 
many shots on the big sticks going astray.  That is until the Lesonator banged one home in stylish 
fashion, not unusual for the man really!  Ten minutes into the game, the career of Dave Taylor 
looked to be up in the air, when he hobbled off with what was initially thought to be a cruciate 
ligament injury.  Dave spent the remainder of the game on the pine, but is confident the prognosis 
from the doc today will be positive.  Then into the frame stepped the spearhead Avery – chasing 
the outright lead on the D2 Reserve goalkicking ladder he didn’t even look like handballing and 
snapped it around the corner to open his account.  Not long after, he had two on the board and 
double figures was not out of the question.  But the rest of the day proved to be a tough one for the 
kid with the tennis ball haircut, as he failed to add to this tally due to undisciplined play and the loss 
of his kicking boot (he claims it was his first miss in 14 shots on goal)! 
The second quarter proved to be a good one, with us kicking into the wind and still outscoring 
Williamstown by three goals to one.  Lachie Teague  gathered numerous possessions and laid a 
couple of tackles to ensure that the ball rarely made it into our back line.  And when it did Ian 
Munro stood tall with his stern like approach, giving the little monger he was opposing a hiding!  
Nick Kemp was left to ruck for the rest of the day and used his height (and weight) to enable the 
Ogs many a centre clearance.  Going in at half- time the boys had set up a 37 point lead which was 
always going to be tough for Williamstown to fight their way back. 
Not much to report from the third quarter as I think I fell asleep for a bit with the ball only getting 
up my end once for a Willy behind.  But from the scoreboard above it looks as if we must have just 
used the wind to blaze away at the scoreboard and kicked an inaccurate 4.9.  Could this have been a 
result of Avery spending 15 minutes on the pine after being shown the yellow card for using 
obscene language?  Probably not! 
However, the undisciplined act did cost the spearhead his spot in the goal square for the last quarter 
with Greg Allen being given the opportunity.  Greg’s strong hands saw the fat prick he was 
standing thinking about retirement as he banged home three goals straight for the term. Father to be 
Tim Bayles managed to step up and put in his entry for mark of the year alongside the Lesonator 
and Herdy’s efforts from previous weeks.  Dhillo stepped up to show his skills by slamming a late 
goal home from 40m out to make sure Williamstown knew they weren’t going to be around in 
September.   Other consistently strong performers throughout the course of the game came from a 
couple of defenders by the names of Symons  and Waters  who managed to find themselves in the 
best six.  When the final siren sounded the Ogs found themselves pretty thirsty for a beer after 
notching up their 72 point win! 
 
 
 



 

 

CLUB XVIII 
 
OLD GEELONG   2.6  5.11  9.14  17.17  (119) 
OLD CAREY   1.1  2.2   3.2    4.2    (26) 
 
Goalkickers: D.Lyons 7, P.Winter 2, R.Kilpatrick 2, J.Abbott 2, P.Edgar, R.Imhoff, S.Timms, 
H.Peck.  
Best: J.Abbott, D.Lyons, R.Kilpatrick, H.Peck, C.Burgess, S.Timms.  
 
Moose has provided me with a concise wrap up of the big win: 
 
“Besides some inaccurate kicking, OGS dominated all day. The boys were queuing up to have a 
shot. Standout performances came from Abbott in the centre, Lyons  kicked a bag full up front and 
Kilpatrick was terrific on the ball.  Even the Captain Coach kicked a goal.” 
 
This poses the question of the week - with Moose calling himself the Captain Coach, does this 
mean Beetle  is out of a job?  From an outsiders perspective you have got to wonder - the form 
reversal of the clubbies has coincided with his departure to the snowfields in New Zealand.  
Although reports that the clubbies had to play benchless still gives hope to young Kyle that there 
will be a position waiting for him upon return to the club! 

 
THIS WEEK 
 
Round 12 sees the seniors and reserves return to Como Park to battle against Ivanhoe Assumption.  
Last time the clubs met, the seniors let the magpies fly out to a seven goal lead at quarter time.  This 
proved to be too big a deficit to claw back from, despite the Ogs managing to win the remaining 
three quarters.  The reserves however notched up a 118 point win and will be looking for a repeat 
performance this week. 
As for the Clubbies, well they come up against Caulfield at Glenhuntly Oval (Melways Ref 68 E4).  
Both sides have notched up four wins for the season and this looks to be a ring-a-ding-dong battle 
following their close encounter in Round 3 (Ogs went down by 10 points). 

 
AROUND THE CLUB 
 
Congratulations must go to Jon Malpas on the appointment of his new position with the Geelong 
Football Club.  Jon has recently signed a contract with the club as a Marketing Administrator (or 
something like that) and will be responsible for building up the membership base – first point of call 
will be to get his own membership we are guessing!  Being a Geelong supporter, the role is 
something Jon will be passionate about, as he leaves his role in the Marketing department out at the 
VRC which he has adorned for nearly three years.  We wish Jon all the best with his new position. 
  
The seniors will be bolstered this week with the return of the Bett’s boys to the playing arena after 
taking a week off in warmer weather up north.  Word has it that the highlight of the holiday was 
undoubtedly the crowning of Tom Betts as the Limbo Queen of Brampton Island! 
 
Physio Fleur Kilpatrick’s celebrated her 21st on the weekend in Great Western with fellow physios 
Sal & Lyndal in attendance alongside a contingent of the playing group from the Oggery.  A great 
night was had by all and special mention must go to Chugga Atkins  in his attempt to turn it into a 
“pants down” party! 
 



 

 

The versatility of Alister Timms  must finally be acknowledged - after playing at full forward, on a 
wing and in the ruck for the clubbies (demonstrating his athletic ability), he managed to show a 
different aspect of his game by pretending to be Lachie Teague  (who was on the road to Fleur’s 
21st) and collecting the six green cans as BOG for the reserves! 
 
Mark Leslie (a.k.a. “The Lesonator) looks as if he is already looking for a career change in life 
after spending four months in the finance industry.  It appears as if he is looking to a cadetship with 
the Herald Sun as a roving VAFA reporter – here are some of the headlines he has thought of from 
round 11: 
 

IS THERE ANYTHING THIS MAN CAN'T DO? - After a best on ground performance, the 
Lesonator warms down by running the drinks for another 4 quarters. 
 

FEATURE STORY: DON"T SHOOT THE MESSANGER - LIFE AS A RUNNER - is there a 
worse job in football?  Bryan Grills tells his story. 
 

RUMORS SWARM VAFA THAT ELITE CLUB PAID UMPIRES : Old Geelong once again 
finds itself in the VAFA spotlight after an unprecedented run with the umpires on Saturday. 
  

I DO NOT OWN A SOLARIUM : James Burbury dispels rumours. 
 

QUOTE: “I'M THE ONE THAT KICKS THE GOALS” - XXX, Vin Diesel (a.k.a The CREEP) 
 

J-LO: THE MAN BEHIND THE BOOZE: A profile of an intelligent investment banker, with an 
addiction to alcohol, football and ladies 
 

ITS GOOD TO BE BACK - THE LIFE AND TIMES OF A NUMBER 1 DRAFT PICK. 
Al Munro was selected at number 1 in the 2003 pre-season draft, through grit and determination has 
found himself back on the winners list 
 

WOMBAT WATCHES ON – Lachie Stevens on playing the waiting game 
 

RESERVES ROLL ON - DESPITE UNDISCIPLINED ACTS FROM LEADERS: 
BAYLES GETS HIGH - In a display of undisciplined football, father to be puts in his entry for the 
coveted 'mark of the year title'. 
SHARPSHOOTER MOUTHS OFF - The foul tongue of M. Avery has once again landed him in 
hot water, this time his obscene language resulted in 20 minutes on the sidelines. The celebrity 
forward was not available for comment after the match, but was seen rushing to one of his many 
vehicles and heading to the country for some time out of the spotlight. 
ONE LEG AND STILL KICKING - THE GREAT RUM & COCCO SPOTTED LEAVING STH 
YARRA'S RITZY Q-BAR AT 7AM SUNDAY MORNING 
 

BAYLES BROTHERS: As one man 
prepares for fatherhood, the other works 
hard to salvage relationship after another 
drunken performance at in- laws residence.  
 
 
 
Right: Ed Bayles nursing his ribs and letting others 
go in for the hard ball! 

 
DAN THE SLEEZE MAN LIFTS HIS PLAYING BAN – ex captain Daniel Salter comes out of 
retirement. 
 

LESLIE KICKS ANOTHER BAG! 
 



 

 

Player Profile  
  
Name : James Bell   Also known as: Dinga, Belly, Ding Dong, Ring-A-Ding-Ding, The 
Mailman, Dingle-Berry-Dog-Nuts, Chaminda Vase, The Manipulator, Goat Boy, Larry Flynt,    
Age: 21  
Went to: Wallington Primary, The Geelong College 
Occupation:  Student, 
Lives in: Melbourne     and originally from: Wallington/Geelong 
Married/attached/available/desperate:  A combination of the last two… ok… just the last one.  
Career with OGS: Second Year. 
Awards at OGS (if any): VAFA magazine early tip for league B&F… failed to produce. 
Preferred playing position: Full Forward 
Perceived football strengths: Yap                 
                           weaknesses: Weight… or lack thereof.  
Best player seen at OGS:  Vicko, Tom Betts 
Highlight of Career: OGs dinner,  
Favourite Food: Lollypops, Ravioli                                         
                Music: Johnny Cash (Highway men) 
                Place: Peterborough 
    Film: Shawshank Redemption, Man From Snowy River, Me Myself and Irene 
    Fantasy: Winning Gold at the Olympics in the 1500 in record time, beating the more 
fancied black men. 
    Restaurant/pub etc: Shomberg Inn, Peterborough.   
League Club followed: The Dees 
 

Other major interests/hobbies/achievements : Scoring a hat-trick in indoor soccer. 
 

If I were stranded on a desert island, the five things I would take with me are: 
1. Maria Sharapova. 
2  Molly. 
3  The latest issue of ‘People Magazine’ 
4  A self sustained colony of pygmy shrews to eat and maintain peak physical condition. 
5  Two tennis racquets and some ball action. 
 
If I could have any job in the world it would be: Manchester United soccer player alongside the 
great Roy Keane. 
 
As a child  I really wanted to be (when I grew up): Robbie Flower and Steve Waugh 
 

The things I like most about myself is:  My ears. 
 
What makes me cringe/angry is: Tom Betts, James Urquhart and Fairy’s giant head. 
 

Future plans – say for next three years: Finish uni and travel the world. 
 

General Comment about how you see the Club: An unstoppable rebel force.  
    Its strong points: The future and its ability to provide great Irish shin-digs. 
    Needs to improve/change: A $350,000 revamp of the clubrooms would be a start. 
 

Look out for next week’s Player Profile – HUGH McCARTHY 
 
A big thankyou to Steve Hope -Johnstone  for supplying the photo’s used in this edition of the webnotes. 
 
In Pete Lemon’s  absence I will once again be doing the webnotes next week and any input is much appreciated – so 
feel free to email me with any stories/news/photo’s etc to James.Legoe@ubs.com 


